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Falls are a prevalent and serious health concern across clinical populations. A critical

step in falls prevention is identifying modifiable risk factors, but due to time constraints

and equipment costs, fall risk screening is rarely performed. Mobile technology offers an

innovative approach to provide personalized fall risk screening for clinical populations.

To inform future development, this manuscript discusses the development and testing

of mobile health fall risk applications for three unique clinical populations [older adults,

individuals with Multiple Sclerosis (MS), and wheeled-device users]. We focus on key

lessons learned and future directions to improve the field of fall risk mHealth. During

the development phase, we first identified fall risk factors specific to each population

that are measurable with mobile technology. Second, we determined whether inertial

measurement units within smartphones can measure postural control within the target

population. Last, we developed the interface of each app with a user-centered design

approach with usability testing through iterative semi-structured interviews. We then

tested our apps in real-world settings. Our cumulative work demonstrates that mobile

technology can be leveraged to provide personalized fall risk screening for different

clinical populations. Fall risk apps should be designed and tailored for the targeted group

to enhance usefulness and feasibility. In addition, fall risk factors measured with mobile

technology should include those that are specific to the population, are measurable with

mobile technology, and can accurately measure fall risk. Future work should improve fall

risk algorithms and implement mobile technology into fall prevention programs.

Keywords: mHealth, smartphone, older adults, multiple sclerosis, non-ambulatory, fall prevention

INTRODUCTION

Approximately one in four older adults fall each year (1). Falls can result in serious health
consequences, including fractures (2), traumatic brain injuries (3), and even death (4). Falls
also result in activity curtailment, isolation, and a loss of independence (5, 6). Because of these
devastating consequences, preventing falls is critical to maintaining independence and a high
quality of life for older adults.
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Over the last decade, hundreds of clinical interventions have
been implemented to investigate fall prevention strategies (7, 8).
Over 159,000 older adults have participated in these clinical trials
to investigate the effect of exercise, vitamin D, dual-task training,
and/or education on falls (9). Ultimately, these interventions
have determined that falls are a complex and multifactorial
problem, and current approaches have limited success. Despite
the increase in the knowledge base concerning fall risk and
prevention strategies, the age-adjusted fall death rate among
older adults has nearly doubled in the last decade (10). There is a
great need for innovative approaches to prevent falls.

A critical step in falls prevention is identifying modifiable risk
factors. The American Geriatric society as well as the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends screening
of fall risk for older adults at least annually by physicians (11, 12).
However, due to time constraints and expensive equipment,
fall risk screening is rarely performed clinically (13). Mobile
technology offers an alternative approach tomeasuremultiple fall
risk factors in remote-based settings. Inertial measurement units
embedded in smartphones allow for precise measurement of
balance and gait (14), while websites and surveys can allow for the
collection of patient-reported risk factors such as medication use,
health history, and fear of falling. Moreover, mobile technology
is portable, affordable, and ubiquitous, and with the disruption
of in-person preventative health care during the COVID-19
pandemic, mobile technology offers promise for remote-based
fall risk screening.

Over the past 5 years, our research group has developed and
tested several iterations of a fall risk mobile health application
(app), SteadyTM. The purpose of Steady is to provide users
with accessible, objective, and personalized fall risk screening
by measuring modifiable fall risk factors specific to older adults
(15). However, other clinical populations who are also at high
risk for falls have modifiable risk factors that differ from that of
older adults. Therefore, leveraging mobile technology for other
clinical populations requires developing unique algorithms and
design approaches. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the
development and testing of a mobile health fall risk application
for older adults, individuals with Multiple Sclerosis (MS), and
wheeled-device users. We discuss key lessons learned in mobile
health fall risk screening in each population and future directions
to prevent falls across clinical populations.

FALL RISK MHEALTH DEVELOPMENT

Developing a fall risk mHealth application involves three key
phases, as depicted in Figure 1. The first step is to identify
fall risk factors specific to the target population that can be
measured with mobile technology. Because falls stem from a
complex interplay of risk factors, it is important to review the
literature and identify key risk factors that can be measured with
mobile technology (16). Postural instability is often a key risk
factor across multiple populations (17–19), and therefore, the
second step in mHealth development is to determine if inertial
measurement units embedded within smartphones can measure
postural control. Postural control is commonly measured with

FIGURE 1 | We followed a three-step approach to develop each fall risk

application. First, we identified fall risk factors specific to each population that

can be measured using mobile technology. Second, we determined whether

inertial measurement units within smartphones can measure postural control.

Last, we designed the application with a user-centered approach.

force plates or pressure walkways. While these can provide
precise measures of postural control, they are expensive and
limited to laboratory settings. Accelerometers can detect changes
in mobility that are more sensitive than clinical assessments (14).
Therefore, it is important to test if smartphone accelerometers are
comparable to research-grade equipment in measuring postural
control. The third step is to integrate the fall risk factors identified
into a mHealth app, undergoing a user-centered design process.
This process focuses on ensuring that the end product will be
user-friendly for the intended users.

This multi-phase approach was adopted for the development
of three mHealth fall risk assessment apps designed for different
clinical populations. The first app, Steady, was developed for
assessing fall risk in community-dwelling older adults. Steady-
MS was developed for individuals living with multiple sclerosis.
Lastly, Steady-Wheels was developed for wheeled device users,
defined as individuals who utilize wheeled mobility assistive
devices for 85% of their mobility needs (20). Importantly,
although each of these clinical populations is at heightened risk
of falls, there was a high likelihood of different risk factors and
use needs.

The first step in developing a fall risk application was to
identify key risk factors measurable with mobile technology.
Research over the past decade has demonstrated that falls
stem from an interplay of multiple risk factors (21). Therefore,
identifying the most relevant risk factors specific to a target
population is critical for an accurate measure of fall risk.
Thorough literature searches were conducted to identify all
possible fall risk factors. These options were then synthesized to
include those that can be implemented into each mHealth app.
For older adults, key fall risk factors included age, sex, fall history,
balance completion, and balance confidence. For people withMS,
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key fall risk factors included age, fall history, walking ability,
postural control, andMS disability. For wheeled device users, this
included seated postural control, fall history, and fear of falling.
These measures were specifically selected because they can be
easily implemented into a mHealth interface while providing
valid measures of fall risk.

Because postural instability was a fall risk factor common
across all three populations, the next step was to determine
whether smartphone accelerometry can measure standing
and/or seated postural control. For older adults, we compared
smartphone accelerometry to a force plate in 30 older adults while
they performed progressively challenging balance tasks (22).
Smartphone accelerometry was comparable to a force plate in
measuring root mean acceleration in the mediolateral (ρ = 0.44–
0.66) and anteroposterior directions (ρ = 0.42–62). In addition,
root mean acceleration in the anteroposterior (area under curve
= 0.76–0.84) and vertical directions (area under curve = 0.75–
0.77) discriminated between older adults at high and low fall
risk (22).

In those with MS, there were similar results that smartphone
accelerometry is comparable to a research-grade accelerometer
in measuring postural control (23). In 27 individuals with MS,
there were moderate to strong correlations between root mean
square acceleration in the mediolateral (ρ = 0.88–1.0) and
anteroposterior (ρ = 0.93–0.99) directions and 95% confidence
area acceleration (ρ = 0.92–0.99) between a smartphone and
research-grade accelerometer (Opal sensor, ADMP, Inc.). In
addition, root mean square acceleration (area under curve =

0.70–0.92) and 95% confidence ellipse acceleration (area under
curve = 0.85–0.89) could discriminate between assisted device
users and non-assisted device users.

In wheeled-device users, we found that smartphone
accelerometers can also measure seated postural control. In
11 wheeled-device users performing seated balance tasks, there
were moderate to strong correlations between smartphone
accelerometry and a research-grade accelerometer (Opal sensor,
ADMP, Inc.) for maximum acceleration (ρ = 0.76–0.98), root
mean square acceleration (ρ = 0.92–0.98), and 95% confidence
area ellipse (ρ = 0.72–0.98). There was also moderate reliability
with smartphone accelerometry, with the strongest reliability
during the eyes closed task (ICC = −0.10 to 0.98). Furthermore,
mediolateral root mean square acceleration was better able to
discriminate between those with and without impaired postural
control (area under curve= 0.43–0.90).

The last step was to develop amHealth interface incorporating
these fall risk measures. During the development of our apps, we
followed a user-centered approach, designing the app specifically
for our end-users in mind. For instance, for older adults, we
considered visual and hearing impairments that are associated
with aging (15). For people withMS, we also considered cognitive
impairments and loss of manual dexterity that are symptoms of
MS (24), and for wheeled device users, we considered cognitive
load, dexterity, and sensory function. After designing the initial
app, we performed semi-structured interviews with our intended
users to determine likes, dislikes, and how to improve each app.
We also asked participants how they preferred to view their fall
risk score, such as through a graph, chart, or scale. We modified

each app based on participants’ feedback and performed more
interviews until there were few usability concerns. This ultimately
resulted in a usable and useful fall risk app for older adults, people
with MS, and wheeled device users.

FALL RISK MHEALTH TESTING

Following the iterative process of developing a usable fall risk
app, we tested the app in real-world settings to determine
the feasibility of individuals measuring their own fall risk.
In older adults, we recruited 15 older adults in a retirement
center to use independently use Steady and understand their
fall risk score (25). Participants also completed clinical fall
risk assessments, such as the Timed Up and Go, Berg Balance
Scale, and Physiological Profile Assessment, and returned in a
week to repeat all tasks. We found that the Steady algorithm
had a moderate to strong correlations with the Physiological
Profile Assessment (ρ = −0.65; p = 0.009), Activities Balance
Confidence Scale (ρ = 0.70; p = 0.004), Berg Balance Scale (ρ =

0.88; p < 0.001), and Timed up and Go (ρ = −0.080; p < 0.001).
In addition, there was high test-retest reliability (ICC= 0.90; p=
0.001). This suggests that Steady is comparable to clinical fall risk
assessments and reliable over time. In addition, older adults were
able to safely use Steady in a retirement home with support from
research staff.

In people with MS, our research staff met with participants
virtually over video and watched as 13 participants completed
Steady-MS independently in their own homes. They also
completed questionnaires online including the Falls Efficacy
Scale, MS Walking Scale, and Patient Determined Disease Steps.
Participants were safe using the app and had little to no issues
navigating through the app. Moreover, there were moderate to
strong correlations between the Steady-MS algorithm and the
Patient Determined Disease Steps (ρ = 0.65; p = 0.02), MS
Walking Scale (ρ = 0.70; p = 0.01), and Falls Efficacy Scale (ρ
= 0.88; p < 0.001). These results offer the potential for safe and
feasible use of Steady-MS in remote-based settings.

This work implementing Steady and Steady-MS in real-world
environments suggests that older adults and people with MS
can potentially use a fall risk app to measure their risk for falls.
This offers the opportunity to integrate mobile fall risk with
telemedicine or community-based exercise programs to include
fall risk screening as a step in the healthcare system.

LESSONS LEARNED

When developing and testing each fall risk app, we identified
important lessons learned to facilitate the future fall risk mHealth
apps. In the development phase, we identified five lessons. First,
we had an interdisciplinary team who had a diverse set of
skills to help create Steady, Steady-MS, and Steady-Wheels. This
team consisted of biomechanists, an app developer, behavioral
scientist, and human factors engineer. Each member of this team
offered unique skills to contribute to the fall risk app, and we
recommend having an interdisciplinary team when developing
health technology.
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Second, when measuring postural control, we decided to have
participants hold the phone against their chest as a proxy of
center of mass. We chose this location as it is more feasible for
participants to use on their own rather than the lower back. For
older adults, those with MS, and wheeled device users, we found
that the chest was a suitable location. This allowed participants
to hold the phone with one hand against their chest and use
the second hand for postural support if needed. During the
development of Steady, we also tested postural control with
tablets but found that older adults had difficulty holding a larger
tablet against their chest. Therefore, moving forward we used a
smartphone device.

Third, we picked specific design considerations for our
intended users. For instance, visual impairments are commonly
associated with aging and MS. Therefore, for all apps, we picked
large font sizes and contrasting colors. Cognitive impairment is
also common among older adults and people withMS. Therefore,
we kept instructions simple with demonstrative graphics and
kept questionnaires short to prevent cognitive overload. By
integrating these design features up front, we prevented
participants from expressing these as usability concerns, reducing
the number of iterations during the testing phase. In addition,
during usability testing, we also came across concerns that
were unexpected during the design phase. For instance, during
the balance tasks, we noticed that some participants read
only the instructions, while others only looked at graphics.
Because different participants have different learning strategies,
we learned it was important to integrate both clear written and
visual instructions.

Fourth, it is important to ensure that participants are safe.
Falls can result in serious injury (4), and we aimed to prevent
users from potentially falling when using our apps. We included
instructions before the balance tasks to stand near a sturdy object,
such as a wall or table. For wheeled-device users, we included
instructions to power off their electric wheelchair or to lock their
wheels. For each balance task, we also included the option to
skip any tasks that participants felt unsafe performing. Because
users may be at high fall risk, it is important to include safety
instructions and options to ensure safety when using the fall
risk app.

Last, we found that a clear graphic, such as a color-coded
scale, to depict an individual’s fall risk score was useful to help
participants understand their fall risk. If participants cannot
correctly interpret their score, then a fall risk app has limited
benefit. During semi-structured interviews, we asked participants
how they would like to receive their score, and provided examples
of graphs and images. Across populations, we found general
agreement in using colors (i.e., red for bad, green for good),
along with numbers and words (i.e., low, moderate, high). We
recommend following a similar format for future fall risk apps.

When testing Steady and Steady-MS in real-world settings, we
also learned two valuable lessons to implement fall risk mHealth
apps. First, participants were successful in independently
measuring their fall risk. However, they were interested in
understanding the next steps to reduce their risk of future falls.
This opens the opportunity to provide fall prevention resources
in a future iteration, or to integrate a fall risk app with health care

providers who can provide fall prevention strategies. Second, it is
important to continue to iterate and refine mHealth apps. Some
participants reported wanting to track their changes in fall risk
to determine if they improve. A future iteration could include a
tracker or additional features that participants find useful. While
the development and testing phase includes multiple iterations,
there is continuous room for improvement to reiterate and refine
fall risk apps.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this review was to discuss the development
and testing of smartphone-based fall risk screening in clinical
populations, a critical step in preventing falls. We developed
fall risk apps for older adults, people with MS, and wheeled
device users, populations that are at high risk for falls. Because
of each group’s unique fall risk factors, we designed and tested
each app for the targeted population. Our results indicate that
different clinical populations require tailored fall risk screening
and that smartphone-based screening offers the potential to
provide personalized screening. Additionally, when developing
fall risk apps for future use, we learned important design features
to consider and modifiable risk factors to include (Figure 2).

A key step in falls prevention is identifying modifiable
risk factors and intervening upon those risk factors. Our
results suggest that modifiable risk factors can be measured
with smartphone technology through accelerometers and self-
reported questionnaires. Moreover, different populations have
unique modifiable risk factors, and these can be personalized
with smartphone technology. Table 1 summarizes differences in
key features for each fall risk application. For instance, different
balance tasks were chosen to challenge postural control for
older adults, those with MS, or wheeled device users. Different
algorithms were also developed for each app to include risk
factors specific to each population. Design features, too, had
similarities when initially designed for each population, but had
differences after feedback from individual interviews. Overall,
while smartphone technology is a unique tool that can increase
access to fall risk screening, mHealth apps need to be tailored
toward the targeted users.

Compared to other fall risk apps, Steady, Steady-MS, and
Steady-Wheels are some of the few apps that have been designed
for specific clinical populations and evaluated for their validity,
reliability, and usability. Greene et al. (26) used machine learning
methods to develop an algorithm for predicting falls using
mobile technology but did not test their app with older adult
users. Mansson et al. (27, 28) developed an app to measure
leg strength and balance and tested its usability with older
adults but did not measure other fall risk factors. Taheri-
Kharameh et al. (29) included educational recommendations
in their mHealth app for users based on their fall risk. Each
of these apps has its strengths, such as a robust, predictive
algorithm, user-centered design, and fall management resources.
When developing future fall risk apps, we recommend following
the approach in Figure 1, building on the lessons we learned as
described in Figure 2, and incorporating the strengths of other
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FIGURE 2 | Developing a successful, effective, and user-friendly fall risk application involves identifying who the end-users are and including promising design

considerations.

TABLE 1 | Similarities and differences between Steady, Steady-MS, and Steady-Wheels.

Steady Steady-MS Steady-Wheels

Target population Older adults Individuals with multiple sclerosis Individuals who use wheeled mobility devices

Fall risk factors • Age

• Balance completion

• Fear of falling

• Fall history

• Postural control

• Perceived walking ability

• Balance confidence

• Fall history

• Seated postural control

• Fear of falling

• Fall history

Design considerations • Visual impairment

• Hearing impairment

• Cognitive impairment

• Visual impairment

• Manual dexterity

• Cognitive impairment

• Visual impairment

• Manual dexterity

• Cognitive impairment

• Non-ambulatory

Design solutions • Larger font sizes

• Contrasting colors

• Audio cues

• Balance tasks: eyes closed,

single-leg, sit-to-stand

• Larger font sizes

• Contrasting colors

• Visuals to depict instructions

• Balance tasks: eyes closed, tandem,

single leg

• Larger font sizes

• Brief instructions immediately preceding a task

• Selection options and buttons were made large

• Typing responses avoided

• Balance tasks: static sitting with eyes open, static

sitting with eyes closed, functional stability boundary

For each app we considered the target population, risk factors specific to each population, design needs for each population, and solutions to meet these design needs.

fall risk apps. Taking this approach can drive mHealth to a
personalized falls prevention methodology.

Steady, Steady-MS, and Steady-Wheels offer a strong start in
providing personalized fall risk screening for older adults, people
with MS, and wheeled device users adults. To reduce falls and
fall-related injuries in these groups, however, further work in
the field of mobile technology is needed. First, within each fall
risk app, more work is needed to develop a robust algorithm
to measure fall risk. While previous studies have examined risk
factors that are most predictive of falls, future work should
include additional factors that can be measured with mobile
technology. For instance, cognition was not measured in Steady,
Steady-MS, or Steady-Wheels, and is a risk factor for falls in older
adults, those with MS, and wheeled device users. Implementing
cognitive testing should be a consideration for future iterations.
Second, our collective work demonstrates that fall risk screening
is valid, reliable, and usable across clinical populations, and a
next step is to incorporate these apps into a fall prevention
trial. Whether personalized fall risk screening leads to fewer falls
remains unclear. Last, future work should bring fall risk apps into
community settings. While each app was tested in home-based

settings, they were tested under the supervision of research staff.
Incorporating smartphone-based fall risk screening into virtual
clinical visits or community interventions will determine whether
they can be adapted into real-world settings.

In conclusion, mobile technology offers many advantages
to increase access to personalized fall risk assessments. Our
research group has taken an approach to develop fall risk apps
for older adults, people with MS, and wheeled-device users. This
development and real-world testing approach has demonstrated
that when designed for the intended users, there is potential for
mHealth fall risk screening in remote settings. Building upon our
lessons learned and upon the strengths of previous groups can
lead mHealth toward preventing falls across clinical populations.
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